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Introduction
Module 1 – Information and Data Literacy is meant to strengthen teachers' ability to
identify and deal with their own and their students' needs for data and information. More
specifically, this module focuses on the teachers’ ability to find, read, select and work with
data in order to turn them into useful information and then communicate them in their
classroom context. The activities and tools presented aim to encourage learners to identify
their information needs.
Inspired by Competence area 6.1 of DigCompEdu, the present module will provide teachers
with a variety of learning activities, assignments, assessments and tools, covering both
“explorer’s” and “expert’s” level, to make them able to:
● articulate information needs, search for data, information and content in digital
environments, to access them and navigate between them
● create and update personal search strategies
● adapt search strategies based on the quality of information found
● analyse, compare and critically evaluate the credibility and reliability of sources of
data, information and digital content
● organise, store and retrieve data, information and content in digital environments
● organise and process information in a structured environment.
Although it may seem obvious, many people mistakenly assume they know enough about a
topic, which can lead them to waste time and effort working with outdated data and
incomplete information. Information and data literacy skills address a number of abilities and
concepts that can help us determine exactly our needs in information, data and digital content
under various circumstances. Such issues are at the heart of this module, followed by
exercises that will help teachers develop their fluency in this area.
During this process, some critical concepts are taken into consideration, such as basic safety
rules, sources of open data, basic open data manipulation tools, as well as the importance of
licensing and the case of Creative Commons Licenses.
The main purpose of this module is to facilitate teachers’ digital competence in the area of
information and data literacy and stimulate them further to improve their digital teaching
skills.

1 Information and Data Literacy
1.1 Browsing, searching and filtering data, information and digital
content
1.1.1 Introduction
BROWSING, SEARCHING AND FILTERING DATA, INFORMATION AND DIGITAL CONTENT
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC
The first Unit aims to provide some activities and tools helping the reader improve the digital
skills of browsing, searching and filtering data, information and digital content. The focus is on
the use of open data and open datasets in order to follow the current teachers’ needs.
The overwhelming amount of data, information and digital content that exists on the World
Wide Web and on the Internet in general, gives the opportunity for everyone to become
“owner” of various pieces of knowledge at almost no cost. But is this true? Can we handle all
this information? Are we capable of getting the proper and right amount of data for the topic
that interests us? Or, even better, are we capable of asking the right question in order to get the
proper data and then turn them into information?
The emerging challenge is that it is now more important than ever before, to be able to identify
one’s personal information needs in the “chaos” of digital content. We thus need to improve
our skills in browsing, searching and filtering this “chaos”. The use of open data by many
organizations nowadays has created a lot of new possibilities, not only in creating new
knowledge but also in facilitating the education process. On the other hand, accessing open data
and relative datasets is not as easy as it sounds, therefore most of the time additional skills are
required by school teachers.
The activities discussed in the unit highlight the importance of identifying one’s personal
information needs, also proposing a methodology and related tools for building a personal
search strategy in order for the teacher to be more effective in dealing with the enormous
amount of digital content in the era we live in. The subject of online security is also taken into
consideration and a related activity is proposed. There are also activities that introduce open
data in order to become familiar in searching and accessing them.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of this unit, the users will be able to:
● identify their educational needs in the field of information and data literacy
● create and update personal safe search strategies
● facilitate the use of open data in the educational process
DIGCOMP FRAMEWORK
Competence area 1 (Information and Data Literacy):
1.1 Browsing, searching and filtering data, information and digital content
DIGCOMPEDU FRAMEWORK

Competence area 6 (Facilitating Learner’s digital competence):
6.1 Information and media literacy
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1.2 Explorer level
1.2.1 Identifying information needs and building a simple searching strategy
IDENTIFY MY INFORMATION NEEDS AND BUILD A SIMPLE SEARCHING STRATEGY
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
In order to come up with a basic searching strategy, it would be nice first to work on
discovering your information needs. We suggest a simple methodology by using a real-life
example of high importance nowadays.
The pandemic has raised a plethora of questions concerning our health, society, education and
many more aspects of our life. Identifying our actual needs in this new reality and making the
right questions to explore these needs is not always an easy thing to do.
One of the many questions that arises during the pandemic has to do with the measures that we
need to take to protect ourselves against the COVID-19 virus. But during your research you may
discover that knowing only about the protection measures is not enough to articulate your real
information needs in this subject area.
Note: You can keep up with the same topic or you can try one of your own interests while
studying the material of this activity.
Discover what you already know
One way to discover your own information needs is giving yourself credit for what you already
know about the topic. The following chart can help you list whatever you already know.
How confident do you
What do you know?
How do you know it?
feel about this
(e.g., about protection
(e.g., heard from your
knowledge?
measures against
parents, from the news
(e.g., 100% confident or
COVID-19)
etc.)
just assume it is right?)
Know it since childhood,
Wash my hands
Assume it is right
everybody says that
Learned it from the news,
I have doubts especially
Use masks
Watching doctors wear
in cases of improper use
masks
Table 1: Existed knowledge

Once you have stated what you do know about the topic, it should be easier to state what you
don’t know. Keep in mind that you are not trying to list everything you don’t know.
Keep track of your knowledge
In case you want to keep your research on track, a useful way is with a “K-W-H-L” chart. A “KW-H-L” chart is a graphical way to track:
● what the person knows (K),
● what the person wants to know (W),
● how (H) the person will find the information, and

● what the person has learned (L) about a topic.
It is used before, during, and after conducting research or studying any new material.
What do you
What do you Want How will you find
What have you
already Know
to know about the
information on
Learned about the
about the topic?
topic?
your topic?
topic?
Table 2: Track knowledge

Start building a search strategy
Step 1: Choose topic
Our scenario has to do with the pandemic and in finding proper measures to reduce the risk of
coronavirus infection. One phrase that could describe our problem would be the following:
“I want to know proper measures that would protect me from getting infected by the
coronavirus.”
▪ Keywords that tell you what to do: know, protect, getting infected
▪ Research context/research focus: protection measures
▪ Key theme: coronavirus
Step 2: Turn topic into research question
We do not know yet if it is the most appropriate phrase in order to turn it into a suitable
research question. Keywords that can help us turn this phrase to question are Who, What,
Where, When, Why, How. The “5 Ws” can start various questions in order to better articulate our
information needs; an example of such questions is presented below:
● Who is the intended audience of the information needed?
● What type of information will answer the question?
● Where is going to be applied (the measures)? Or Where to search for the information?
● When do we need the information? Or When is it referred to?
● Why is the information important?
So, in our scenario we could have the following:
● Who? Teenagers / kids / medical staff / older people
● What?
Tools / habits / materials
● Where? In public transport / at home / in the supermarket / anywhere etc.
● When?
Before vaccination / after vaccination / anytime
● Why? (a bit obvious) to protect ourselves / others / confine virus transmission
Activity: Answer the above questions related to your topic
Step 3: Choose keywords

We try to find the suitable keywords that usually constitute the main ideas or concepts in our
research question. They will probably serve as search terms in our research.
Example: learn, protection measures, prevent infection, coronavirus, public transportation
Activity: Choose keywords to help you search your topic of interest.
Step 4: Synonyms or Narrowing (if needed and applicable)
https://youtu.be/x9diL8-ZpAk (Search Keywords Tutorial)
In case our research question needs some refinement or we want to come up with other similar
results, a helpful strategy is to find synonyms of previously selected keywords.
measures
Coronavirus
public transportation
Mass transit
Synonyms
Precautions
N/A
Public transit
Safety measures
Covid-19
Buses
Narrower
protection measures
SARS
Metro
Steps
SARS-Cov-2
Airplanes
Concerns
Broader
Virus
Transportations
Methods
Table 3: Synonyms, Narrower and Broader terms

Step 5: Start searching
Information Sources: Books, Journals, Magazines, Encyclopaedias, World-Wide-Web
“want to learn measures against the coronavirus for older people”
Use different Search Engines:
Google Search Engine

Figure 1: Google Search

DuckDuckGo Search Engine (for private searches)

Figure 2: DuckDuckGo Search Engine

Activity: Apply your search keywords to one or more search engines. You could compare the
results appearing in the different search engines, taking into consideration criteria such as: the
number of the returned results, if they return any same resources on their first page, which
search engine at first glance returns the more relative results.
Other search engines:
● https://www.bing.com
● https://yandex.com
● https://swisscows.com/?region=iv&culture=en
● https://search.creativecommons.org
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TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
• Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)
• Document editor or paper
TIME REQUIRED
● 15 minutes: Discover what you already know
● 20 minutes: Start building a search strategy

1.2.2 Open Data Portals and Platforms
OPEN DATA PORTALS AND PLATFORMS
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
A platform is a major piece of software on which smaller pieces of software and content can be
run. For open data, the largest platform is the Web. However, lots of other purpose-built
software can help you publish open data, or provide interactive tools to help you explore it.
What is an open data platform?
Open data platforms are pieces of software that make it simpler to publish and manage open
data on the Web. For publishers, an open data platform provides a pathway to publish data.
Platforms guide publishers through the process of publishing data, and offer users consistency
and ease of access to open data from around the world.
Key features of open data platforms
Open data platforms make on open data
● Discoverable
Open data platforms
o promote open data to users,
o allow users to quickly find and reuse relevant open data,
o are search-optimised to make it easier to find relevant resources and
o provide data-feeds that can be discovered and indexed across the web
● Usable in a consistent way
Open data platforms
o don’t use a lot of different technologies to discover large amounts of open data,
o are designed with the user in mind. Their layout and design can make it easier to
discover data, while
o many governments even have standard naming conventions for the Web address, like
data.gov.<country top-level domain> (e.g. http://data.gov.gr ).
Approaches to open data platform design
Platforms provide different approaches to publishing and exposing open data. Discover the
different approaches below.
Data catalogue
An open data catalogue is a platform that
● lists datasets on the Web
● resembles directories.
● knows

o what open data exists,
o what open data is about,
o where open data is and
o how to get hold of open data.
● links users to data that is located somewhere else on the Web
● offers a consistent way of locating a diverse set of data that is widely scattered.
Data management
Open data management platforms from the publisher’s point of view
● can play an active role in the way a publisher
o manages a dataset
o maintains a dataset
● can allow publishers to
o update data directly in the platform and
o regularly provide updates.
From the user’s point of view
● searching for open data and
● manipulating open data
without having to download it can make reusing it a lot easier.
Open data portals
Open data portals are web-based interfaces designed to make it easier to find re-usable
information. Like library catalogues, they contain metadata records of datasets published for reuse, i.e. mostly relating to information in the form of raw, numerical data and not to textual
documents. In combination with specific search functionalities, they facilitate finding datasets
of interest.
European Data Portal
The European Data Portal constitutes the main portal for open data across European countries.
It harvests the metadata of Public Sector Information available on public data portals across
European countries. Information regarding the provision of data and the benefits of re-using
data is also included.
About the European Data Portal
Going beyond the harvesting of metadata, the strategic objective of the European Data Portal is
to improve accessibility and increase the value of Open Data. For more information visit
https://www.europeandataportal.eu/en/about/european-data-portal
Provides:
● data catalogue search capability
● dataset search capability
● eLearning section

● Impact & studies on various aspects
● News & Events
Activity: Explore the European Data Portal and visit the Data section where you can search for
datasets applying various filters as file formats, data scope, metadata quality, license of the data.
1st example: Data scope = Europe, Categories = Environment, Metadata Quality= Excellent
How many datasets does it return?
change -> Metadata Quality= Good+
How many datasets does it return now?
Check the number of datasets in different formats.
2nd example: try to search with the Keyword = “honey”
How many datasets does it return?
choose category = “Agriculture, fisheries, forestry and food”
How many datasets does it return?
Experiment with categories, topics and keywords of your interest to get familiar with this
important resource for datasets.
Activity
The OpenDataMonitor project is a European index of open data sites and provides a useful
reference guide (https://www.opendatamonitor.eu/frontend/web/index.php).
● Explore the index (or/and the map) to discover what percentage of
o open licensed data
o machine readable data
o available data
o metadata completeness
is available for different countries?
● Explore the index (or/and the map) to discover the distribution size of the data.
● Visit the advanced search capability and filter by your country
o Check how many data catalogues there are.
(Notice you can select to search either for Data Catalogues or individual Datasets.)
● Click on the Benchmark link
o Select two or more countries to compare
o Select a time period, if you like
o Investigate the produced comparative graphs on different factors (open licenses,
availability and more)
Other Open Data Portals, Dataset Search Engines and Open Resources
● https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/home
o Open data published by EU institutions and bodies
● About | Open Data Portal (europa.eu)

o At the bottom there is a Related open data websites’ list of EU Member States
and some International, for example:
▪ http://data.gov.be
▪ https://data.oecd.org
▪ http://data.un.org
▪ http://data.worldbank.org
▪ And more…
● Eurostat (https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/main/home )
o The statistical office of the European Union
● https://dataportals.org/
o List of Open Data Portals from around the world
o Run by Open Knowledge Foundation)
● Dataset Search (google.com)
o Google’s Dataset Search Engine for datasets
References:
● Getting to grips with platforms (europeandataportal.eu)
● European Data Portal | European Data Portal
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
•

Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)

TIME REQUIRED
● 15 minutes: study the material
● 5 minutes: first activity
● 10 minutes: second activity

1.2.3 Online Safety Rules
Online safety rules
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
Using the Internet and browsing on the World Wide Web may be a risky thing for our privacy
and online safety.
How informed are you about safety rules that can protect you in your daily online digital tasks?
Search the web for
● “Online safety rules” or
● “Online safety tips” or
● Similar search query
Pick at least 3 of the top results from the search engine, containing some kind of list with safety
rules and tips:
● Compare the safety tips/rules and check how many of their suggested guidelines are the
same
● Gather all tips in one list (only their title, not the whole information and delete
duplication)
● Create a 3-column table with the following column names “I know and I follow it”, “I
know but I do not follow it”, “I didn’t know it” and put every safety tip to the according
column
● Study the two simplest, for you, safety rules that you are not following in your daily
tasks and try to adopt them.
Some online resources for additional study:
o https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/ (a lot of resources in all languages)
o European Safer Internet Day https://www.saferinternetday.org
o https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/resources
o https://www.europeanschoolnetacademy.eu/courses/coursev1:Insafe+BIK+2018/course/ (Module 1: An Introduction to Online Safety (archived
course)
o https://usa.kaspersky.com/resource-center/preemptive-safety/top-10-internet-safetyrules-and-what-not-to-do-online
o https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-kids-safety-stop-stressing-10-internet-safety-rulesto-help-keep-your-family-safe-online.html

o https://www.mcafee.com/blogs/consumer/consumer-threat-notices/10-tips-stay-safeonline/
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
● Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)
● Document editor (Word, Libre Write, Google Docs) or paper
TIME REQUIRED
● 5 minutes: web searching
● 5 minutes: safety rules list creation
● 10 minutes: table creation
● 10 minutes: study chosen safety rules

1.3 Expert level
1.3.1 Assess information needs
Respond to Information needs and propose personal search strategies
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
People often design their scientific achievements gaining insights from their own strategies. So,
let’s “reverse engineer” the way Google’s search engine works to gain insight on how we can
improve our personal search strategy.
How do search engines work? The Google paradigm
https://youtu.be/0eKVizvYSUQ (How Google Search Works)
(Optional – Additional resource) https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/
Activity: Try to answer the following questions (worksheet) while watching the video (sample
answers provided to some questions)
o What is the “index” that is referred to in the video? (0:35)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

What is the purpose of Google’s ranking algorithms for the results in your query? (0:50)
Tries to understand what are you looking for (1:10)
Tries to sort the most relevant pages on top (1:20)
Factors that the algorithms use to decide what to put in the first page. (1:30)
Pages that contain the word you are looking for (1:40)
Locations of the word in the page matters (1:45)
Linking between relative pages (1:55)
Location where the query takes place (2:05)
Date of page’s publication (2:20)

o Are all pages on the web helpful and harmless and what Google tries to do with them?
(2:30)
o What are the ways that help Google decide for potential changes in search results?
(3:50)
o Ask the users or so-called evaluators (4:00)
o Use responses from raters (4:20)

Developing Research Strategies

Self-Reflection
As you work through your own research quests, it is very important to be self-reflective:
o What do you really need to find?
o Do you need to learn more about the general subject before you can identify the focus
of your search?
o How thoroughly did you develop your search strategy?
o Did you spend enough time finding the best tools to search?
o What is going really well, so well that you’ll want to remember to do it in the future?
Selecting Search Tools
Part of your planning to do research is determining which search tools will be the best ones to
use. This applies whether you are doing scholarly research or trying to answer a question in
your everyday life, such as what would be the best place to go on vacation.
“Search tools” for your source of information could be
o a person
o a web search engine
o a specialized database
o an association
o endless possibilities...use your imagination
Often people automatically search Google first, regardless of what they are looking for.
Choosing the wrong search tool may just waste your time and provide only mediocre
information, whereas other sources might provide really spot-on information quickly, too. So,
make an informed choice about which tools to use for a specific need.
So, how do you identify search tools?
Let’s begin with a first-rate method.
o For school research (steps that you can discuss with your students):
▪ Talking with a librarian or a teacher is a great start. They will direct you to
those specialized tools that will provide access to what you need.
▪ Check your school’s library website to see what guidance is provided. There
will often be subject-related guides or lists of the best resources to assist your
research.
o For non-academic material, consider
▪ Who cares about this type of information?
▪ Who works with it?
▪ Who produces it or disseminates it?
For example:
Weather information for the next three days in Athens
▪ https://meteo.gr - Attica - Athens Centre
▪ Don’t go to a library (in person or online) or a research database search.

▪

Think the same way for other occasions
Are you looking for anecdotal information on old railroads?
▪ Find out if there is an organization of railroad buffs, or
▪ Search on the web for this kind of information
Consider Asking an Expert
Have you thought about using people, not just inanimate sources, as a way to obtain
information? This might be particularly appropriate if you are working on an emerging topic or
a topic with local connections.
Determining Search Concepts and Keywords
Once you’ve selected some good resources for your topic, and possibly talked with an expert, it
is time to move on to identify words you will use to search for information on your topic in
various databases and search engines. This is sometimes referred to as “building a search
query”.
o Break down your topic into its main concepts.
o Don’t enter an entire sentence, or a full question.
o Use the key concepts involved with your topic.
o Think of synonyms or related terms for each concept.
The following worksheet is an example of a process you can use to come up with search terms.
It illustrates how you might think about the topic of violence in high schools. Notice that this
exact phrase is not what will be used for the search. Rather, it is a starting point for identifying
the terms that will eventually be used. Notice that the two concepts produce two columns of
alternative terms that are joined together.

Source: https://courses.lumenlearning.com/informationliteracy/chapter/plan-developing-research-strategies

Group or Atomic Activity in classroom or home
Now, use a clean copy of the same worksheet to think about a topic of your concern. How might
you divide your topic into concepts and then search terms? Keep in mind that the number of
concepts will depend on what you are searching for. Also, the search terms may be synonyms or
narrower terms. Occasionally, you may be searching for something very specific, and in those
cases, you may need to use broader terms as well. Jot down your ideas then compare what you
have written with others (e.g. your classmates). Spot where you could use alternative useful
terms. Compare your results for the search query.
NOTE: the number of columns depends on the number of concepts.
Boolean Operators
Once you have the concepts you want to search, you need to think about how you will enter
them into the search box. Often, but not always, Boolean operators will help you. You may be
familiar with Boolean operators. They provide a way to link terms. Boolean operators first met
in the previous paragraph where you used AND to join the two columns and OR for using
alternative terms in each concept/column.
Study the Boolean operators - Database Search Tips - LibGuides at MIT Libraries which is a
good overview of Boolean operators (https://libguides.mit.edu/c.php?g=175963&p=1158594)
Use the Boolean operators in UPPER CASE (AND, OR, NOT) because this is the way search
engines distinguish them from a search term.
Examples – click each link to see the results in Google Search
o [puppy AND kitten] or just [puppy kitten]

▪

The AND operator is implied in Google Search Engine if no Boolean operator is
used.
o [puppy OR kitten]
o [puppy NOT kitten] or the alternative [puppy -kitten]
▪ It generally works better to use the "-" symbol instead of the "NOT"
operator. Be sure that there is no space between the - and the word you are
eliminating
Try the following searches in different search engines and compare the quantity and quality of
the results
o women painters AND women artists
o women painters OR women artists
o women AND (painters OR artists)
Search syntax guidelines for different search engines
o https://help.duckduckgo.com/duckduckgo-help-pages/results/syntax
▪ [puppy OR kitten] or alternative [puppy kitten] (here the default is OR if no
Boolean operators are applied between the search terms)
o Advanced search options (microsoft.com)
o https://support.google.com/websearch
Truncation
Truncation, also called stemming, is a technique that broadens your search to include various
word endings and spellings. To use truncation, enter the root of a word and put
the truncation symbol at the end. The database/search engine will return results that include
any ending of that root word.
https://libguides.mit.edu/c.php?g=175963&p=1158679 (Database Search Tips: Truncation)
Try the following
o woman painter*
o female* artist*
o adolescen* (retrieves adolescent, adolescents, or adolescence)
Can you observe the use of the truncation symbol?
Phrase Searches
Phrase searches are particularly useful when searching the web. If you put the exact phrase you
want to search in quotation marks, you will only get items with those words as a phrase and not
items where the words appear separately in a document, website, or other resource. Your results
will usually be fewer, although surprisingly, this is not always the case.

Try these two searches in the search engine of your choice:
“essay exam”
essay exam
Was there a difference in the quality and quantity of results? If you would like to find out if the
database or search engine you are using allows phrase searching and the conventions for doing
so, search the help section.
Advanced Searches
Advanced searching allows you to refine your search query and prompts you for ways to do
this. Advanced search screens show you many of the options available to you to refine your
search, and, therefore, get more manageable numbers of better items. Many web search engines
include advanced search screens.
Exercise: Google Searches
Go to the advanced search option in Google.
Take a look at the options Google provides to refine your search. Compare this to the basic
Google search box. You will notice that many of the search strategies mentioned earlier appear
as options in the advance search, such as:
o exact word or phrase
o “none of these words” the same as NOT or “-“
o “any of these words” like the Boolean operator OR
But of course, there are more choices for filtering and limiting your results
o to a particular domain or site, e.g. .edu, .eu, ntua.gr etc.
▪ try also using the “site” keyword in a simple search, as “state members site:eu” or
“admission process site:imperial.ac.uk”
o to a specific region or language
o to items you can reuse legally through “usage rights” option
o by file format, e.g. .pdf, .docx etc.
▪ try also using the “filetype” keyword in a simple search, for example "iliad
filetype:pdf”
o by Safe Search in order to exclude sexually explicit content.
Try some of the previous examples and how they can be written through Google Advanced
Search.
o women painters AND women artists
o women painters OR women artists
o women AND (painters OR artists)
o puppy NOT kitten
Filter them by country, date, region and notice the returned results in each case.
Bing Search Engine

You can do some filtering in the Bing Search Engine. Advanced searches in Bing are possible
mainly through certain operators and keywords. Check the arrows in the Figure above for
filtering options in Bing search engine.
Advanced search keywords
https://help.bing.microsoft.com/#apex/bing/en-US/10001/-1)

Figure 3: Bing Search Engine
Extension Exercise:
AGoogleADay.com is a daily search challenge from Google. The questions are generally
constructed to help practice keyword choice, and develop a skill for breaking a larger question
into smaller pieces and determining the proper order to approach them in order to successfully
discover an answer.
(Optional) Additional material with tricks and tips
What matters in my search query?
o Every word matters.
Try searching for [who], [a who] and [the who]
o Order matters.
Try searching for [red carpet] and [carpet red]
o Capitalization does not matter.
Try searching for [barack obama] and [Barack Obama]
o Punctuation often does matter but not always.
▪ Try searching for [red, delicious% apple?] and [red delicious apple]
▪ There are some exceptions!
$
C#
C++ Google+
▪ It matters for: € % * - / ”” and more…

o Spelling obviously matters, but usually search engines help with that

Figure 4: Google shortcuts for searching or other utilities
OTHER SEARCH STRATEGIES
Strategy:

What you do:

Alternative
phrasing

Explore related terms or synonyms to describe an idea.

Plan-to-learn

Search to gain background knowledge and clarify search terms using such
tactics as reading search results for new search terms, and using stepping
stone resources to get background knowledge and inspire inquiry.

Comparing
multiple sources

Use tactics including looking at changes in tone among different sources,
contrasting “facts” to assess accuracy, and considering the purpose and
audience of different sources.

Chaining

Determine that a question can only be answered by gaining different pieces
of information through a multi-step process, and planning the order in
which to carry out each step to arrive at a successful outcome.

Specialization

Use a small piece of knowledge—only part of the whole—to discover the
whole.

Generation

Employ a broad topic when a specific topic is not findable. Then apply the
broad source to solve the specific problem.

Scoping

Recognize what kind of source will answer a question, and search
specifically within that category of source.
Check that something you believe is actually true by researching it.

Validate
assumptions
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TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
● PC connecting to the Internet
● Web Browser
TIME REQUIRED

● How Google Search Engine works (15 minutes for watching and discussion)
● Spend approximately 5 to 20 minutes for each search strategy depending on its content
and requirements.
•

Approximate Total Time required: 1.5 hour

1.3.2 Access Data in a Dataset
Access to data, information and content and navigate between them
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
Access and navigate datasets through Tableau Public
If you are not familiar with Tableau, besides the steps described below for our example, you can
study the Tutorial from the official website https://help.tableau.com/current/guides/get-startedtutorial/en-us/get-started-tutorial-home.htm or any other tutorial found on the web. If you want
your content to be saved, you should create an account on the Tableau site. You can download
the software from the official site of Business Intelligence and Analytics Software
(tableau.com) - Products - Tableau Public.
1. Download the .csv file from https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications-data/datanational-14-day-notification-rate-covid-19
2. Connect à To a File àText file (choose All files (*.*) if you cannot find the file) à
select the .csv dataset you downloaded
3. If your data is not properly presented in tabular form make sure you check “comma” as a
separator “Text field Properties… à Field separator: Comma”

Figure 5: Comma as Text Field Separator

4. From the same position you can “Rename” your Data Source and Sheet if you like. Let’s
change it to “COVID-19 Data”

Figure 6: Rename Data Source

5. You can check the type of data per column

Figure 7: Type of Column Data

6. You can hide unneeded columns. We will hide country_code, source.

Figure 8: Hide columns

7. Filtering data, follow “Filters à Add à Add… à Select a field:” and let’s select
“United Kingdom”. You can of course make any filtering you like, combination of one
or more choices and add more than one filter.
To remove or edit a filter follow “Filters à Edit à Select your filter à Edit… or
Remove”

Figure 9: Add filtering

Filtering Activity:
i.
Cases and Deaths in France and UK for the 3rd week of 2021
● Add filter by country: France and UK,
● Add another filter by year_week: choose “2021-03”
● How many rows do they appear?
● Which column shows the cases and deaths up until that week?
● Do you have the same results with the following photo? (Normally you
should because the historic data in a dataset are not meant to be changed)

Figure 10: Filtering data of France and UK for year 2021 and 3rd week

ii.

Show deaths in European countries in descending order for the current week if you
have the latest dataset, otherwise choose 3rd week of 2021.
● You need 3 filters (by continent, by indicator and by year_week)
● Order by cumulative count

Figure 11: Deaths in European countries from COVID-19 until 3rd week of 2021 in descending order

8. In order to save the current changes, you made and avoid in the future many of the steps
to format the raw data from the initial dataset you downloaded, you can export your
current data to CSV file format “Data à Export Data to CSV à Choose name and
location for your CSV file”.
Access and navigate datasets through Microsoft Excel
On the Web you can find a lot of tutorials on Microsoft Excel with a simple search on a search
engine, YouTube or Vimeo.
1. Download the .csv file from https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications-data/datanational-14-day-notification-rate-covid-19
2. Open file from Excel and choose All files (*.*) if you cannot find the file. If Excel finds
your file format not appropriate or says your file is corrupted, ignore it and click “Yes”
to the question “Do you want to open it anyway?”
3. A wizard will come up to prepare your data. Check in Step 1: “Delimited” and “My data
has headers” à Next à Step 2: “Comma” à Next à Step 3: “Advanced” and choose
the right settings to recognise numeric data in case in your country you use differently
(concerns mainly column “rate_14_day” in our csv, confirm its correct representation),
otherwise just click “Finish”.
4. Rename the sheet you are working on, if you like, to “COVID-19 Data”. Right-Click (1)
à Rename (2) (see the figure below)

Figure 12: Rename Excel Sheet

5. You can hide unneeded columns. We will hide columns “country_code” and “source”.
Right-Click on top of column J (1) à Hide (2). Do the same for the column of
“country_code”.

Figure 13: Hide Column J with header name "Source"

6. Filtering data in Excel. Let’s filter the data that concerns the United Kingdom. First,
one way to ensure that we don’t lose any data while filtering is to click on the upper-left
corner of the Excel sheet so all data is selected, see Figure.

Figure 14: Select all data

Then, click “Sort & Filter” à Filter.

Figure 15: Excel Filtering

Click on “Country” à Select All (in order all countries to be deselected) à Scroll down
and click “United Kingdom” à OK

Figure 16: Filtering specific country

The result should be something like the following Figure. Specifically, the data in
columns F and I, weekly_count and cumulative_count respectively, should be exactly
the same because they are historical data not meant to be altered, except in the case they
were not properly calculated in the first place.

Figure 17: Result of filtering

Filtering Exercise:
i.
Cases and Deaths in France and UK for 3rd week of 2021
● Add filter by country: France and UK,
● Add another filter by year_week: choose “2021-03”
● How many rows do they appear?

● Which column shows the cases and deaths up until that week?
Do you have the same results with the following photo? (Normally you should because
the historic data in a dataset are not meant to be changed)

Figure 18: Filtering data of France and UK for year 2021 and 3rd week

ii.

Show deaths in European countries in descending order for the current week if
you have the latest dataset, otherwise choose 3rd week of 2021.
● You need 3 filters (by continent, by indicator and by year_week)
● Select all data (click upper-left corner) à “Sort & Filter” à Custom Sort…
à Sort by “cumulative_count” and Order “Largest to Smallest” à OK

Figure 19: Deaths in European countries from COVID-19 until 3rd week of 2021 in descending order

7. In order to save the current changes, you have made and avoid in the future many of the
steps to format the raw data from the initial dataset you downloaded, you should save
your data as an “.xlsx” file.
Reflection
Dealing with open data and open datasets is not an easy thing to do. Digital skills over using
spreadsheet software are useful to access and manipulate open datasets. The above activity is a
small paradigm of how you can do that for a real-life problem. This activity could include more
steps and be more exhaustive but such an activity is beyond the scopes of the course. It’ s main
purpose is for the reader to start experimenting with open-data, stop feeling “absolute fear”
about them and with some practice to manage to use some simple datasets for his educational
purposes.
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED

● Web Browser
● Tableau Public
● Microsoft Excel
TIME REQUIRED
•

20 minutes for each Tableau/Excel depending on the experience in the use of the software.

2 Evaluating data, information and digital content
2.1 Introduction
Evaluating data, information and digital content
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC
Finding information on the subject of your concern is the most important step in the research
process but it is not the end of the research. The next most important thing you want is
information that supports the point you’re trying to make. Some of the sources you have found,
might be outdated, biased, or just plain wrong, and using that information makes it a lot more
difficult for you to present a convincing argument. So, evaluating data, information and digital
content is a necessary process you have to follow if you want your data and information to be
of some value. Taking the time to critically evaluate information as you find it, will help you to
avoid wrong turns in the research process.
Data and information that are acquired through research usually are meant to be used freely,
especially in the educational process, and open data is the main goal. But which conditions do
constitute data to be open? The main answer to that question is licensing. In order for data to be
open and accessible, which this usually means being published online, must be licensed for
anyone to access, use and share.
The activities proposed in this unit guide the reader in a process for evaluating data sources,
information and digital content in terms of credibility and reliability. Licensing of open data is
discussed to a large extent as its role is crucial for the use and value of open data.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of this unit, you will be able to:
● analyse, interpret and critically evaluate data, information and digital content.
● understand, know and recognise the value of open data and the importance of licensing
processes.
DIGCOMP FRAMEWORK
Competence area 1 (Information and Data Literacy):
1.2 Evaluating data, information and digital content
DIGCOMPEDU FRAMEWORK
Competence area 6 (Facilitating Learner’s digital competence):
6.1 Information and media literacy

2.2 Explorer level
2.2.1 Evaluate digital content
Evaluate digital content
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

When you search for information and data, you're going to find lots of it, but a very important
question arises: “Is this information good enough?”
From your experience and intuition, you can answer roughly to the above question but if you
want to be more certain, there is a tool that can help you.
The CRAAP Test is a list of questions to help you evaluate the information you find. Different
criteria will be more or less important depending on your situation or need.

Currency: the timeliness of the information
● When was the information published or posted?
● Has the information been revised or updated?
● Is the information current or out of date for your topic?
● Are the links functional?
Relevance: the importance of the information for your needs
● Does the information relate to your topic or answer your question?
● Who is the intended audience?
● Is the information at an appropriate level (i.e. not too elementary or advanced for your
needs)?
● Have you looked at a variety of sources before determining this is one you will use?
● Would you be comfortable using this source for your research topic?
Authority: the source of the information
● Who is the author/publisher/source/sponsor?
● Are the author's credentials or organizational affiliations given?
● What are the author's credentials or organizational affiliations given?
● What are the author's qualifications to write on the topic?
● Is there contact information, such as a publisher or e-mail address?
● Does the URL reveal anything about the author or source? Examples:
● .com (commercial),
● .edu (educational),

●
●
●

.gov (U.S. government),
.org (nonprofit organization),
.net (network - although originally developed for companies involved in networking
technology, nowadays .net is one of the most popular domain names used by
companies all over the world).

Accuracy: the reliability, truthfulness, and correctness of the content
● Where does the information come from?
● Is the information supported by evidence?
● Has the information been reviewed or refereed?
● Can you verify any of the information in another source or from personal knowledge?
● Does the language or tone seem biased and free of emotion?
● Are there spelling, grammar, or other typographical errors?
Purpose: the reason the information exists
● What is the purpose of the information? to inform? teach? sell? entertain? persuade?
● Do the authors/sponsors make their intentions or purpose clear?
● Is the information fact? opinion? propaganda?
● Does the point of view appear objective and impartial?
● Are there political, ideological, cultural, religious, institutional, or personal biases?
Exercise: Assess Currency
Assessing currency means understanding the importance of timely information.
Imagine that you are planning a trip to a European country for the next few weeks but you want
to know what coronavirus lockdown rules exist in that country at the moment and in the next
few weeks.
● Make a query in a web search engine for the country’s lockdown rules.
● Read some of the results and gather the information you want.
● Are you sure the information is current?
● Write a sentence explaining why you would or would not use each resource, paying
special attention to the currency of each item.
Exercise: Find Relevant Sources
Relevance is the importance of the information for your specific needs.
You are doing research for a paper where you want to argue that vaccinations have no
connection to autism. Which of these resources would you consider relevant? Why or why not?
● Hviid, Anders, Michael Stellfield, Jan Wohlfart, and Mads Melbye. “Association
Between Thimerosal-Containing Vaccine and Autism.” Journal of the American
Medical Association 290, no. 13 (October 1, 2003): 1763–1766.
http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=197365
● Chepkemoi Maina, Lillian, Simon Karanja, and Janeth Kombich. “Immunization
Coverage and Its Determinants among Children Aged 12–23 Months in a Peri-Urban

Area of Kenya.” Pan-African Medical Journal 14, no.3 (February 1, 2013).
http://www.panafrican-med-journal.com/content/article/14/3/full/
Exercise: Identify Authoritative Sources
Authority is the source of the information—the author’s purpose and what their credentials
and/or affiliations are.
The following items are all related to a research paper on women in the workplace. Write two
sentences for each resource explaining why the author or authors might or might not be
considered authoritative in this field. Check their biography (if found) or headlines of other
articles they have written:
● Carvajal, Doreen. “The Codes That Need to Be Broken.” New York Times, January 26,
2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/27/world/27iht-rules27.html?_r=0
● Sheffield, Rachel. “Breadwinner Mothers: The Rest of the Story.” The Foundry
Conservative Policy News Blog, June 3, 2013.
http://blog.heritage.org/2013/06/03/breadwinner-mothers-the-rest-of-the-story
● Baker, Katie J.M. “Your Guide to the Very Important Paycheck Fairness Act.” Jezebel
(blog), January 31, 2013, https://jezebel.com/your-guide-to-the-very-importantpaycheck-fairness-act-30763797
Exercise: Find Accurate Sources
Accuracy is the reliability, truthfulness, and correctness of the content.
Which of the following articles are peer reviewed? How do you know? How did you find out?
Were you able to access the articles to examine them?
● Coleman, Isobel. “The Global Glass Ceiling.” Current 524 (2010): 3–6.
● Lang, Ilene H. “Have Women Shattered the Glass Ceiling?” Editorial, USA Today, April
14, 2010, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/opinion/forum/2010-04-15column15_ST1_N.htm?csp=34
● Townsend, Bickley. “Breaking Through: The Glass Ceiling Revisited.” Equal
Opportunities International 16, no. 5 (1997): 4–13.
Exercise: Identify the Information Purpose
Purpose is the reason the information exists—determine if the information has clear intentions
or purpose and if the information is fact, opinion, or propaganda.
Take a look at the following sources. Why do you think this information was created? Who is
the creator? Most websites have “contact us” or “about us” or “about” pages that provide
information about who owns the site.
● https://www.chevron.com/sustainability/environment/climate-change
●

https://beefnutritioneducation.org

●

Fahrenheit 911—Movie. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0361596

●

Lydall, Wendy. Raising a Vaccine Free Child. Inkwazi Press, 2009

●

https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Threats-to-Wildlife

●
●

http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus
Owen, Mark and Kevin Maurer. No Easy Day: The Firsthand Account of the Mission
That Killed Osama Bin Laden. New York: Penguin, 2012.

●

Your Brain on Video Games
http://www.ted.com/talks/daphne_bavelier_your_brain_on_video_games.html
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TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
•

Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)

TIME REQUIRED
● 10 minutes: Study and discuss material about CRAAP test
•

50 minutes for activities (10 minutes for each).

2.2.2 Why do we need to license and What are Creative Commons Licences
Why do we need to license and What are Creative Commons Licences
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
“Why do we need licences?”
For the case of open data, the following statement is of great value and importance: “Without a
licence, data cannot be truly open”.
So, data which is shared with a licence becomes Open Data. A license tells anyone that they can
access, use and share one’s data. Unless you have a licence, data may be “publicly available”,
but users will not have permission to access, use and share it under copyright or database laws.
There are different types of licences, but the simpler the licence, the better. To maximize reuse,
try to adopt a licence standard that is already widely used.
Creative Commons licences
Creative Commons licences are widely used for open content. Version 4.0 explicitly considers
data licensing.
In the following URL you can see a 5-minute introduction to all parts of a CC licence.
https://creativecommons.org/get-cc-savvy/breaking-cc-licenses
Question:
“Which versions of Creative Commons licences are the most suitable for open data?”
Three Creative Commons versions are most suitable for an open licence:
● Public domain: (CC0) (Show a Public Domain Licence)
● Attribution: (CC-BY v4.0) (Show an Attribution licence)
● Attribution & share-alike: (CC-BY-SA v4.0) (Show an Attribution & ShareAlike
Licence)
The public domain and attribution licences give more flexibility in the use of data while a sharealike licence may limit the commercial use of the data.
Question:
Can you explain why the other versions of the Creative Commons Licences are not suitable for
open data?
Exercise (source: https://creativecommons.org/get-cc-savvy/breaking-cc-licenses)
For each one of the following icons, explain in a sentence or two what you can and cannot do
with works that someone has shared under that license.

1.
2.
3.
Other types of Licences
● Bespoke/custom-made licences
o are created by the data publisher
o introduce specific conditions with which the user must comply
o can increase complexity for users of open data
o usually are difficult for users to comply with
● Open Government Licences
o Some publishers have chosen to develop their own licences
o Examples:
▪ Licence Ouverte / Open Licence | Le blog d’Etalab
▪ Open Government Licence (nationalarchives.gov.uk)
Activity - How to locate a licence
Open data publishers should provide easy access to the licence for all datasets that are available
to access, use and share. The location and layout of licence information may vary according to
jurisdiction, industry and individual style. Best practice suggests that licences should be easy to
find and read.
Visit the following open data catalogues and browse or search for some datasets.
● https://www.europeandataportal.eu/data/datasets
● Find open data - data.gov.uk
● Data.gov.sg
● Or find another Data Catalogue to explore
For each dataset
o locate where and what kind of licences, if applicable, have been adopted
o in case there is no licence available, discuss in what extent and kind of activities (for
example commercial or not) you can use the particular dataset,
in case you cannot locate a licence, what could you do to learn under what licence are the data
available? Maybe ask the publisher? Maybe search deeper to the metadata of the dataset?
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
•

Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)

TIME REQUIRED

● 10 minutes: visit URL and watch video
● 10 minutes for two questions
● 15 minutes for activity

2.2.3 About Cookies
About cookies
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
When you navigate the Web, you are exposed to a series of laws and regulations linked to
browser cookies. It is fundamental that before accepting them you are aware of what cookies are
and how they can influence your activity and privacy online.

Source: https://www.pexels.com/it-it/foto/pila-di-biscotti-3252139
A cookie is a small text file on your hard drive created by the web pages you visit and can be
used to identify you to a website. It looks like a sequence of numbers, a series of codes, which is
meaningful only to the software creating them. Cookies are meant to track, personalise and save
information about your online session (i.e. recognise users’ login information and preferences;
customise advertising; tracking items previously searched to create shopping carts and suggest
similar goods). Cookies create some persistence, informing the server that the requests come
from the same computer. They can be compared to getting a ticket for a coat check: you leave
your coat at the desk; you receive your ticket identifying you; when you come back, you can
take back your coat with your ticket.
Cookies have often been at the centre of discussions about privacy violations, as they may allow
data aggregation to track your online activity and contribute to the creation of precise user
profiles. According to the EU directive on HTTP, a website can grab information on a visitor
only after his/her consent. If you wish to remove your cookies, you can usually choose the
options that best meet your needs.
Activity - Reflection
Visit the following resources and list information on the questions below about cookies. You
can search on the web for more resources.
● What information can cookies hold? Find more if there are more than those mentioned
already.
● Is it obligatory to accept cookies?
● Can cookies be dangerous and how?

Resources:
o EU cookies Laws: https://gdpr.eu/cookies/?cn-reloaded=1
o Allow cookies: https://support.kaspersky.com/common/windows/2843#block2
o Turn cookies on/off: https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/
61416?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=en
o An ultimate guide for using cookies: https://html.com/resources/cookies-ultimateguide/#:~:text=Cookies%2C%20or%2C%20to%20give%20them,specific%20to%20eac
h%20individual%20user.
o Rookie Cookies: https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/6507593/what-is-cookie-internetaccept-info-decline-delete-cookies-explained/
o
o

https://www.privacypolicies.com/blog/browser-cookies-guide
What are cookies: https://www.kaspersky.com/resource-center/definitions/cookies

TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
•

Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)

TIME REQUIRED
● 30 minutes for visiting resources and reflection

2.3 Expert level
2.3.1 Evaluation of various digital data and content
Develop critical thinking – “How to spot Fake News”
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
Fake news is very common nowadays considering the overwhelming amount of information and
data exchanged at very ease among social platforms. Developing the ability to spot fake news is
one more step towards critical thinking, a crucial skill when navigating the information society.
The following infographic created by IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations)
describes a procedure of simple eight steps that could help you to spot fake news and in the
same context could be a guide to spot fake information or data that you are searching for.

Source: IFLA (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:How_to_Spot_Fake_News.jpg),
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode

Watch the following video considering Fake News
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=AkwWcHekMdo (How to Spot Fake News FactCheck.org - YouTube)
Show the following videos for Misinformation
1st part
https://youtu.be/g7WjrvG1GMk (Pig rescues baby goat)
Discussion: Wow, that is amazing, right? How does this story make you feel?
2nd part
https://youtu.be/_2My_HOP-bw (Nathan For You - Petting Zoo Hero – The true story)
Discussion: How do you feel now knowing this video is fake?
https://youtu.be/bvtJj6HoYHg (optional, if there is time - Nathan For You - Petting Zoo Hero
Pt. 2)
Discussion: This video is just meant to be funny and to make people laugh; however,
● what if it was something more serious, like a fake news story or false information about
an important event, like a natural disaster?
● what ramifications might that have?
Discussion: Invite students to share their responses. Explain that online misinformation can
have big consequences. It can:
● Increase tension and anger between groups of people
● Damage individuals' or groups' reputations
● Affect the outcomes of elections and ballot propositions etc.
Source: Hoaxes and Fakes | Common Sense Education
Lateral reading
A strategy called lateral reading combined with the eight-step procedure presented above,
could have even better results in spotting fake news, videos and facts in general. Some
guidelines in this strategy are:
● Find accurate information about your topic quickly by “googling” web pages and
scanning them by opening new tabs before reading entirely a specific website
● Before taking something online for granted, do a little research about the source. You
can never be too sure about a website’s reliability
● Before diving into a new webpage, take some time to look it over to make sure it’s
legitimate. If it doesn’t pass the “smell test”, move on

● Pause on each new site to determine its validity before reading anything. Instead of
reading the entire web page from top to bottom, scan the page, jump in and out of the
browser tab, to check the validity of the website
YouTube Video on Lateral Reading
https://youtu.be/SHNprb2hgzU (Sort Fact from Fiction Online with Lateral Reading)
Activity
Questions in different forms could be shared on a piece of paper to the students regarding the
video. A sample worksheet follows:
1. What’s an important question you should ask when searching the web (0:15)?
Sample Answer
● Who’s behind the information
2. What do a lot of people usually do for evaluating a website (0:22 – 1:19)?
Sample Answers
● Vertical reading
● Evaluating sites by their look and aesthetic
● Attribute importance to the URL
● Not examining thoroughly, the mentioned references in the website
3. What other people do which is more efficient for evaluating a website (1:20 – 2:40)?
Sample answers
● Slip webpages
● Open new tabs and read laterally
● They search broadly on the web for their subject
● Cross check the validity of the information in other sites (e.g. Wikipedia)
● Search and evaluate the credibility of the creator of the information or website
4. How can lateral reading help students (3:30)?
Fake News Activity
● Check if there is a Fact Checker from your country who is member of the
International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN) from
https://ifcncodeofprinciples.poynter.org/signatories
● If there is not one for your country try to search one for yourself through the web or
use one you like from the above list
● Go to latest news or articles, separate in groups, choose one article, discuss and
demonstrate your results in classroom
● What is the fake news that the article is referring to?
● How does the article try to disprove those claimed fake news?

● Which article do you believe states the truth and why? (You could use some of the
steps of the “How to spot fake news” infographic, especially in a bigger assignment
or homework)
Additional resources, courses, lesson plans and relative stuff
● https://cor.stanford.edu/curriculum/collections/teaching-lateral-reading (Teaching
Lateral Reading | Civic Online Reasoning (stanford.edu)
● https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/hoaxes-and-fakes
(Hoaxes and Fakes | Common Sense Education)
● https://youtu.be/xf8mjbVRqao (Helping Students Identify Fake News with the Five C's
of Critical Consuming)
● https://www.commonsense.org/education/articles/are-deepfake-videos-a-threat-todemocracy
● https://www.commonsense.org/education/articles/help-students-fact-check-the-web-likethe-pros (Help Students Fact-Check the Web Like the Pros | Common Sense Education)
● https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/otm/projects/breaking-news-consumershandbook (On the Media | Breaking News Consumer's Handbook | WNYC Studios)
References:
Kiely, E. & Robertson, L., 2016. “How to Spot Fake News”. [Online] Available at:
https://www.factcheck.org/2016/11/how-to-spot-fake-news
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
● Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)
TIME REQUIRED
● 5 minutes: Study the infographic
● 5 minutes: (182) How to Spot Fake News - FactCheck.org - YouTube
● 10 minutes: Show the following videos for Misinformation and Discussion
● 15 minutes: Lateral Reading
● 20 minutes or could be a homework: Fake news activity

2.3.2 Open Data in more depth
Open Data in more Depth
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
Open data
Complete the following eLearning module - What is open data? (europeandataportal.eu)

http://www.europeandataportal.eu/elearning/en/module1/#/id/co-01
Activity: Answer the following questions:
● What does ‘open’ imply in ‘open data’?
o “Openness” from The Open Definition (http://opendefinition.org/ )
o What is Open Data? (https://www.europeandataportal.eu/en/training/elearning/whatopen-data )
● What makes data open?
● Why do we need open data? Can you think of other benefits by the use of open data apart
from that mentioned in the above eLearning module?
Complete the following eLearning module - What makes quality open data?
(europeandataportal.eu)
https://www.europeandataportal.eu/elearning/en/module5/#/id/co-01
Activity: Answer the following questions:
● What makes quality open data? Mention some characteristics.
● What requirements of high-quality open data the community defines?
● Which are the two key indicators of open quality data?
Reflection and Discussion:
Find examples of different kind of topics in Science, daily life, Education etc. and answer for
each topic the following questions:
● Describe what could be raw data in that subject
o e.g. climate change (possible raw data indicators)
▪ temperature where in the atmosphere? Sea surface temperature? Global
temperature?
▪ Sea level
▪ Arctic sea ice condition
▪ More…
● Which of these data could be made open?
● How could Open Data in that topic be useful?
Activity
Visit https://certificates.theodi.org/en/datasets where you can browse all the datasets that have
an ODI certificate.
● Filter by your Country and certificate level to see how many datasets will come up and
from which organisations.
● Are there any datasets with a “Platinum Level” certificate in your country?

Complete the following eLearning module (optional) How useful is my data?
(europeandataportal.eu)
https://www.europeandataportal.eu/elearning/en/module10/#/id/co-01
Activity
Visit datasets and various open data. Choose some of them and evaluate how many stars of
open data they have. Example of datasets and websites of various content to visit is given below
● Free eBooks | Project Gutenberg
● ScienceDirect.com | Science, health and medical journals, full text articles and books.
o Search for a topic (e.g. “open data”) à click the first result à can you see the
full article? à how many stars would you give to that article?
● Datasets - European Data Portal
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
● Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)
TIME REQUIRED
● 20 minutes: eLearning Module 1
● 10 minutes: Activity (answering questions and discussing)
● 15 minutes: eLearning Module 5
● 10 minutes: Activity (answering questions and discussing)
● 30 minutes for Reflection and Discussion or as a Homework essay for students.
● 5 minutes: Activity
● 15 minutes (optional): eLearning Module 10
● 15 minutes (optional): Activity

3 Managing data, information and digital content
3.1 Introduction
Managing data, information and digital content
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC
Identifying information and data needs is a fundamental requirement for a person to be
Information and Data Literacy proficient. Managing the data and information gathered is the
next step in the process. The ability to manage data, information and digital content is the
capstone of the data literacy process. In the modern digital world, a lot of people consider that
the term “Information and data literacy” is just referring to a person’s ability to use digital
environments such as a personal computer, the world-wide-web, sending email etc. We proved
through the previous units that this is not the case and that “Information and data literacy” is
much more than that. On the other hand, this common belief shows how important the skill of
managing data, information and digital content in digital environments is, in the context of
information and data literacy.
Being capable of proficient, or at least efficient, use of digital environments empowers people
to demonstrate the outcomes of any research they have undertaken in a structured and
convincing manner as well as the ability to express their opinions in an informed way. The
ability to organise, access and manipulate your digital content in a structured environment is an
essential skill of the “Information and data Literacy” competence area; the activities in this unit
focus on enhancing that exact skill, also offering the stimulation for further reading.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of this topic, you will be able to:
● organise, store and retrieve data, information and content in digital environments with
an emphasis in cloud environments,
● organise and process information in a structured environment,
● use a tool such as excel in a more advanced manner for manipulating a dataset.
DIGCOMP FRAMEWORK
Competence area 1 (Information and Data Literacy):
1.3 Managing data, information and digital content
DIGCOMPEDU FRAMEWORK
Competence area 6 (Facilitating Learner’s digital competence):
6.1 Information and media literacy

3.2 Explorer level
3.2.1 Enabling students to easily explore and manipulate data a
Enabling students to easily explore and manipulate data
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
Tuva is a company that empowers businesses and government agencies to build organizational
data literacy and scale the value of data and analytics. At the same time, they declare that they
are on a mission to build a strong foundation in data literacy from the classroom to the
boardroom. They have created https://tuvalabs.com for educational purposes and they offer 15
Datasets and Lessons (in the Basic and free subscription) for experimenting with datasets in
activities they have designed and implemented.
They have a Tutorial’s session so the teacher and the students, by their teacher’s guidance when
necessary, can walk through the free activities.
Great introductory activity is “Dog as a friend”:
https://tuvalabs.com/datasets/mans_best_friend/activities.
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
● https://tuvalabs.com
o

Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)

TIME REQUIRED
● As time needed
● Each case per activity needs at most 10 to 20 minutes depending on the person’s digital
skills.

3.2.2 How to store data and make their use easier
How to store data and make their use easier
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
Store and manipulate data in the cloud
• Dropbox self-guided training courses | Dropbox learn
• Use Google Drive to Organize Files (from Applied Digital Skills with Google)
o The following lesson is open under https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/4.0/deed.en
o You can even create a virtual classroom with your students for practice
o https://applieddigitalskills.withgoogle.com/c/middle-and-highschool/en/organize-files-in-drive/overview.html (45-90 minutes)
• OneDrive video training
o https://onedrive.live.com/ (and many more)
o OneDrive help & learning - Microsoft Support
Activity
Choose a cloud service you prefer, for example Google, Microsoft, Dropbox or your
educational network cloud infrastructure, if available, and perform the following tasks with
your students:
● Create account to a Cloud Service of your choice
● Create files and folders in the personal computer
● Save these files and folders in the cloud
● Help your students to collaborate by sharing files and folders with each other
TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
•

Web Browser (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, etc.)

TIME REQUIRED
•

As time needed. At least one school hour for the teachers or students (45 minutes)

3.3 Expert level
3.3.1 Manipulate your dataset
Advanced use of tools for manipulating datasets
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY
The raw data in the datasets are separated by a delimiter, usually a comma, semicolon, tab or
something similar. In order for these datasets to be retrieved, organized and stored more easily a
proper manipulation must take place. It is often the case that the data has been under some preprocessing and reformatting by the authority that publishes them, so in that case this dataset
must be examined, if it is in a situation that can be manipulated in the preferred way and if not,
proper reformatting has to be made.
A visualisation paradigm of a dataset in Microsoft Excel.
A simple methodology will be followed in our example for the preparation of the data.
1st step: Clean and format the data
2st step: Create a Pivot Table and Insert Slicers for filtering
3st step: Create the preferred graph in a new sheet with all the slicers in it
Our purpose is to use a dataset of worldwide cases and deaths concerning the Covid-19
pandemic. We are going to keep our example as simple and clear as possible. Implement the
following steps for the creation of the visualisation.
1. Download .csv file from https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications-data/data-national14-day-notification-rate-covid-19
2. Open file from Excel and choose All files (*.*) if you cannot find the file. If Excel
finds your file format not appropriate or says your file is corrupted, ignore it and
click “Yes” to the question “Do you want to open it anyway?”
3. A wizard will come up to prepare your data. Check in Step 1: “Delimited” and
“My data has headers” à Next à Step 2: “Comma” à Next à Step 3:
“Advanced” and choose the right settings to recognise numeric data in case in
your country you use differently (concerns mainly column “rate_14_day” in our
csv, confirm it’ s correct representation), otherwise just click “Finish”.
4. Rename the sheet you are working on, if you like, to “COVID-19 Data”. RightClick (1) à Rename (2) (see the figure below)

Figure 20: Rename Excel Sheet

5. You can hide unneeded columns. We will hide columns “country_code” and “source”.
Right-Click on top of column J (1) à Hide (2). Do the same for the column
“country_code”.

Figure 21: Hide Column J with header name "Source"

6. Delete all the rows in column “country” where the values are equal to the following
bullets. Using the Filter (Ctrl + Shift + L) or the Find (Ctrl+F) utilities can make your
life easier in this task. Be careful not to leave any empty lines on the table.
● Africa (total)
● America (total)
● Asia (total)
● EU/EEA (total)
● Europe (total)
● Oceania (total)
We deleted those rows because a Pivot Table does the aggregations automatically for
the continents and having the already calculated data from the dataset would produce
false results in our analysis (double values particularly in our case).
Obviously, if you had to deal with another dataset or with another problem using the
same dataset, you probably would have chosen to do another formatting or cleaning of
data.
7. Select all the data of the table. One way is to “left click” from top of column A and dragand-drop up to column I.

Figure 22: Select all the data of the table

8. Click “Insert à Pivot Table à OK” and the fields of the Pivot Table are going to be
imported to a new sheet.
9. Go to the new sheet and drag-and-drop from the field area the following fields
● year_week to “Rows”
● weekly_count to “Values”
Observe the table that is produced. It presents Cases+Deaths per Week.
10. Click “Analyze à Insert Slicer” and click on “country”. A slicer is produced that will
function as a filter on the presented data. Click on the slicer and from the ribbon
“Options” (1) configure your slicer, for example “Columns (2) à (set it to) 6 (or as
many as you like that can fit your view area)”. Then Right-Click on Slicer à Slicer
Settings… à “Hide items with no data”.

Figure 23: Slicer Configuration

Click on individual countries, for example in the figure below on “Belgium” (1), to see
that the table shows the corresponding data. You can make “multiple choices” and
“clean the filter” as you can see in the Figure.

Figure 23: Filtering with Slicer

Create in the same manner the following slicers and make the appropriate configurations
as previously:
● continent
● indicator
● year_week
11. Click on the table and then on the ribbon “Insert à Insert Column or Bar Chart à 2-D
Column à Clustered Column”

Figure 25: 2D Column Graph

12. Create a new sheet and give the name “Vis – Covid-19 Worldwide”
13. Cut and Paste (transfer) in the new sheet the Graph and the Slicers and arrange them to
fit nicely.

Figure 26: "Vis - Covid-19 Worldwide" in Action

14. You can make some formatting of your choice in the graph. Experiment in
● Changing the title to “Worldwide Cases/Deaths from COVID-19 per week”
● Changing background colour
● Deleting unnecessary labels and fields
● Changing the unit of the vertical axis to millions let’s say
15. Select and deselect choices from the four slicers to see the updates on the interactive
graph.
16. Experiment with the creation of other Pivot Tables and Graphs.
17. Save it in .xlsx format to be sure that all your formatting, manipulation, graphs and work
in general do not get lost.
Reflection and Activities
● Download other datasets of your interest in “.csv” or other formats compatible to Excel
and experiment.
● Experiment more with the Pivot Table dragging and dropping fields in the four areas of
the Pivot Table (Rows, Values, Filters, Columns).
● Study some tutorials on Excel to become more fluent with Pivot Tables and Graphs
o

https://libguides.com.edu/c.php?g=649573&p=7558211

o https://uhlibraries.pressbooks.pub/mis3300excel/chapter/6-1-creating-pivottables/

o Search the web for open content (https://www.google.com/advanced_search)
▪

“Excel tutorial” or “excel pivot tables”

▪

Usage rights à Free to use or share (or “not filtered by licence” if you
want it only for your own studying)

TOOLS DATA & RESOURCES NEEDED
● Web Browser
● Microsoft Excel
TIME REQUIRED
● 40 minutes approximately

